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Prisoners to operate petrol pumps in Haryana
CHANDIGARH: Haryana Jails Minister Ranjit Singh on Thursday said the government is making
bring about change in the mindsets of the prisoners with a proposal to open petrol pumps on
the jails at 11 places. The first will be opened in Kurukshetra on May 31. The minister told the
jailer would initially ensure that training is being imparted to the prisoners and thereafter duty
kept on rotation subject to their behaviour at workplace.
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Telangana people are watching how family-run parties are interested in their own welfare. These parties never care about poor people's problems, he
further charged. The country has seen how corruption becomes the face of political parties dedicated
to one family, he added. Recalling that thousands of
people had sacrificed their lives for the sake of a
bright future for Telangana during the decadeslong separate statehood agitation, Modi said the
protest was not for one family to crush the dreams
of Telangana's development. The state was carved
out of the erstwhile unified Andhra Pradesh in
2014. Modi earlier arrived in the city to participate
in the 20th year celebrations of the Indian School of
Business (ISB) here

of speaking and that he did not
mean to disrespect women
or
Sule, who is the daughter of NCP
chief Sharad Pawar. "Whenever I
meet Sule, we always greet each
other with respect,” Patil said.
After the Supreme Court recently allowed reservation for the
OBCs in local body elections in
Madhya
Pradesh,
Sule, whose
party shares power with the Shiv
Sena and Congress in Maharashtra, had said she had contacted
MP CM Shivraj Singh Chouhan
during his Delhi visit, but he did
not divulge what he did to get nod

Maharashtra
BJP
president
Chandrakant Patil has stirred a
controversy with his comments
asking NCP MP Supriya Sule to
"so home and cook" instead of being in politics, drawing a sharp
reaction from her party.
Patil made
the remarks
on
Wednesday during a protest by
the state BJP unit in Mumbai for
seeking reservation for the OBCs
in elections. However, the BJP
leader
on Thursday
said his
words were part of a "rural style”

for the reservation.
On Wednesday, Patil, during the
BJP's protest, hit out at Sule, saying, "Why are you (Sule) even in
politics, just go home and cook.
Go to Delhi or to a cemetery, but
get us the OBC quota. Despite being a Lok Sabha member, how
come you don't know how to get
an appointment with chief minister." Taking a dim view of Patil's
remarks, NCP's state women wing
president Vidya Chavan, without
taking his name, said a person
who denied ticket to a sitting
woman MLA and contested from

her constituency is bad-‘mouthing
an MP, who has been honoured
with the Sansad Ratna award (for
good performance) twice.
"We
know
you _ believe
in
Manusmriti, but we will not remain silent anymore," she said.
"He should learn to make chapattis so that he can help his wife at
home," the NCP leader quipped.
Patil, who hails from Kolhapur,
contested the 2019 state Assembly
election from
Pune's
Kothrud
seat, where sitting BJP MLA Medha Kulkarni was denied the ticket
to make way for him.

Sule's husband Sadanand Sule
also in a social media post criticised
Patil's remarks, saying, "This is the
Maharashtra BJP president speaking about Supriya. I have always
maintained that they (BJP) are
misogynistic and demean women
whenever they can.” "I am proud of
my wife who is a homemaker, mother and a successful politician, one
amongst many other hardworking and talented women in India.
This is an insult to all women,” he
said. However, Patil on Thursday
claimed
his
comments
were
blown out of proportion.

Communal clash in...
The incident occurred on Wednesday in Mangawan area, nearly 30 km from the district headquarters, Rewa.
Police reached the spot and
brought the situation under control. Heavy security has been deployed to ensure peace in the
area, a local police official told IANS. Police said
both communities attacked each other with ‘lathi'
(stick) and pelted stones. Those injured during
the communal clash have been admitted to Sanjay
Gandhi Memorial hospital for treatment. "People
from both communities have lodged complaints
against each other. Heavy police personnel were
deployed to avoid any untoward incident," said a
police official posted in Mangawan police station.
Inspector In-charge of Mangawan police station,
D.K. Dahiya said the land belongs to the state government where a temple and a mosque have existed for the last several years. Later, Rewa Superintendent of Police, S. Navneet Bhasin reached the
site and interacted with the people from both communities. "FIR has been registered against 11 people. We have requested revenue officials to verify
the land. Action would be taken after investigation in the matter. As of now, the situation is
under control," Bhasin said.

Dist court to continue hearing

on maintainability on May 30
VARANASI:
A _ district
court, which on Thursday
heard arguments of the
Muslim side on the maintainability of the Gyanvapi-Shringar Gauri complex
case, fixed May 30 as the
next date of hearing in the

for the next hearing," said
District
Government
Counsel
Rana
Sanjeev
Singh. The court had on
May 24 fixed May 26 for
hearing on the maintainability of the GyanvapiShringar Gauri complex

case.

case.

"The Muslim side's arguments on the maintainability of the case remained incomplete today, which they
will continue on May 30 -the date fixed by the court

Rana Sanjeev Singh on
Tuesday had said the court
also gave a week's time to
both Hindu and Muslim
sides to file objections to
the report of a court-man-

Mathura court directed to decide soon on plea for
deputing advocate to survey Shahi Idgah mosque

People to elect...

Centre transfers
IAS officer over
alleged misuse of

Marathi actor Ketaki
Chitale's bail plea
rejected by court

sports stadium

AGENCIES/ THANE
A magistrate's court here on Thursday rejected a
bail application filed by Marathi TV and film actor Ketaki Chitale, arrested for allegedly sharing
an ‘objectionable’ post about NCP chief Sharad
Pawar on social media.
She was arrested on May 15 after a case was registered against her under IPC sections 500
(defamation), 501 (printing or engraving defamatory matter) and 158A (promoting enmity between two groups on the basis of religion, caste,
etc) at Kalwa police station here.
After the expiry of her police custody on May 18,
Chitale was remanded in judicial custody till June
1. Dismissing her bail application, JMFC BH Parmar said the alleged offense was of serious nature,
hence no relief can be granted. Chitale is accused
of sharing a Marathi verse -- apparently written by
someone else -- which contained phrases like “hell
is waiting” and “you hate Brahmins”, allegedly referring to Pawar whose party shares power in Maharashtra with the Shiv Sena and Congress.

In aswift action, the Centre
Thursday shunted IAS couple Sanjeev Khirwar and
Anu Dugga to Ladakh and
Arunachal Pradesh respectively following media reports suggesting misuse of
official position by them, officials said here.
In an order, the Home
Ministry said Khirwar, a
1994-batch IAS officer from
AGMUT cadre, is shifted to
Ladakh and his wife to
Arunachal Pradesh with
immediate effect. According to official sources, the
home ministry had sought
a report from the Delhi
Chief
Secretary on the
news report regarding the
misuse of facilities at Thyagraj Stadium by Khirwar
and his wife.
The chief secretary submitted a report to the MHA
in the evening on the factual position, prompting the
ministry to order their
transfer, they said. The
sources said that necessary
action will be initiated
based on the report. Khirwar is currently posted as
Principal Secretary (Revenue) in Delhi.
It was alleged in the media report that the Thyagraj Stadium was being
closed for sports activities
earlier than usual so that
Khirwar could walk his
dog at the facility.

IMD: Monsoon onset over Kerala
can happen anytime till June 1
NEW DELHI: The wait for the most awaited news
at this time of the year just got extended. Contrary to its earlier prediction of the onset of the
Southwest Monsoon over Kerala on May 27, the
IMD on Thursday said it can happen anytime this
forecasting week (meaning till June 1) and the
conditions are being monitored real time.
The news of onset of Southwest Monsoon over Kerala is the most awaited news for the agrarian practices across India that have a major impact on the domestic economy, including on the share markets.
"Conditions are favorable for further advance of SW
Monsoon over some more parts of South Arabian
Sea, entire Maldives & adjoining areas of Lakshadweep and some more parts of Comorin area during
next 48 hours. Conditions are likely to become
favourable for onset of monsoon over Kerala during
the week," the IMD' said.

Sedition case: Sharjeel “sii teecnwi
withdraws hail plea
AGENCIES / Patna

RJD leader Tejashwi Yadav on

The
bail
application
filed on behalf of Sharjeel Imam, accused ina
sedition case, has been
withdrawn after prosecution raised issue of
maintainability of the
application.
The Delhi High Court
asked Sharjeel's lawyer
to withdraw the application and granted liberty
to move the trial court
for bail in view of the
recent
judgement
passed by the Supreme
Court on sedition law.
The Supreme
Court
had recently directed to
keep all pending ap-

S/O

MUBARAK HUSSAIN so, from
now and In future | willbe known

bay my hiew naine.

MOHD JUNED S/O MOHD

peals and proceedings
with the respect to the
charge framed
under
section 124A (Sedition)
of
the
Indian
Penal
Code in abeyance.
An application for bail
in a sedition case registered against Sharjeel
Imam
for
alleged
speeches
against
the
CAA
and
NRC
was
moved at the Delhi High

Court.
The Bench of Justice
Mukta Gupta and Justice Mini
Pushkarna
passed the order after
recording the objection
of Special Public Prosecutor
(SPP)
Amit
Prasad.

Thursday scoffed at speculations
that common ground on the
issue of caste census with Bihar

Chief Minister Nitish Kumar, his
father Lalu Prasad's arch-rival,
could result in a political
realignment.
The leader of the opposition
also deplored the recent CBI
raids on his parent's residences,
here and in Delhi, alleging that
the "cowardly" act of political
vendetta was "neither the first,
nor the last". "When we met PM
Modi last year as part of an allparty delegation to press the
demand for caste census, the
initiative was mine and not that
of Nitish Kumar. Does it mean |
am ready for an alliance with
the BJP? Please do not get too
hypothetical," said Yadav.
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| SHASHI JAIN Here by
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name as SHASHIKALA JAIN
W/O LATE SURESH KUMAR
JAIN so, from now and In future |
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SHASHIKALA JAIN WO

LATE SURESH KUMAR JAIN
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S/O SUNIL BHATIA
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KANHAIYA LAL PATANGIA
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SHAFI
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S/O SUNIL BHATIA, here by

as ASHOK PATANGIA S/O

MOTHER- SAMINA
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| ASHOK KUMAR PATANGIA
have changed my name to
ASHOK
PATANGIA
S/O
KANHAIYA LAL PATANGIA
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WE are the change of our son

JITENDRA RATHOD

INDORE(M.P))

The general pubes is hereby informed thal Mis. Kusum Real Estate & a partnership firm

5/0 HAIDER ALI
ADD: - F.NO.6, SUKH
APEKSHA APPT, 158,
KHATI WALA TANK, SAIFI
NAGAR, INDORE MP

SIO BHILIYA RATHOD

PARK COLONY,

ASGAR

should contact continuing pariner 1) She Neer Panjwani andlor 2) Raj Kumar Kure

Change in Name

Here by Declare That | have
changed My name as JITENDRA
RATHOO
S/O
BHILIYA
RATHORE so, from now and In
future | vall be known by my new

MOHD

et
a FS

Ms Kusum Real Estate a partnership firm registered with the Registrar of Firma, indore.
vide a regishared partership deed with S.NocON2T/01DoSw2? Gabed Sas
Hereby who are having any transactions with above sad finn now and im further fey

have changed

now

ABDUL VAHID
5/0 HAMID SHEKH
Add:60, MOULANA AZAD
MARG WARD NO. 11,
SENDHWA DIST.
BADWANI(M.P)451666

| have changed My name as
JUNED

| ALIASGAR

my name to AL) ASGAR
BADSHAH S/O HAIDER ALI
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Declare That | have changed ly
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AGENCIES / New Delhi
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Change in Name
IMOHAMMAD
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Prime Minister Narendra Modi receives a warm welcome during his visit to Chennai on Thursday
7

Change in Name

MATHURA: An additional district judge here on
Thursday directed a lower court for speedy disposal of a plea for appointing a court commissioner to
survey the Shahi Idgah mosque and verify the
claims of temple's signs in it. The petitioners moved
the court of additional district judge with a revision application after the lower court of civil judge
on May 23 asked Shahi Idgah mosque's management committee and others to file their objections
to a plea seeking survey of the mosque and fixed
July 1 as next date of hearing on reopening of
courts after summer vacation.

State government is expected to complete this
exercise within two to three days. Once it is complete the government will send its report to the
state election commission after which notification for the local body polls will be issued.
Sources in the government say that reservation
process
for the post of chairman
in Nagar
Parishad and Nagar Palika could not be completed as figures related to OBC
voters has not
reached the government. “Figures of OBC voters
of more than a dozen civic bodies is yet to reach
the government,” the official said.

NEW DELHI

dated videography survey
of the Gyanvapi mosque
premises.
On May 20, the Supreme
Court had transferred the
Gyanvapi-Shringar Gauri
complex case from a civil
judge (senior division) to a
district judge, saying looking at the "complexities"
and "sensitivity" of the issue, it is better if a senior
judicial officer having an
experience of over 25-30
years handles this case.
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